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it is possible to perform a recovery from a vault. in order to do this, you must have a
restore disc created. the vault is restored by entering the vault pass phrase. the vault is

repopulated with any files that were not able to be backed up. the entire process is
automated. the acronis backup system offers a feature called network edition. the full

client-side backup operations are taken care of automatically from a central server that
will run over an extended period. users have the option to schedule backups and to easily
schedule data recovery. sos online backup provides clients with the means to protect the

data on their servers. unlike the other types of backup tools, the system will protect
unattended devices such as servers, workstations, notebooks and even the mobile phones

of home-based workers. the acronis software will protect any computer on the network.
the system is able to recover data from any data center, backup media and pc-based

devices. computer data is a valuable resource. you must protect it by backing it up. the
acronis backup system is now the most trusted and innovative data recovery system

available. the cloud based software is built into the network infrastructure and designed
to protect the entire network. you will find all of the standard options, such as file-level

backup and disk image backups. but it is also possible to save time by making
incremental backups, for example, only creating backups for changes to data that was
previously protected. however, to safeguard a given system, the software also provides
you with the ability to individually protect devices such as servers, files and individual
folders. the software is targeted primarily at small and medium-sized businesses that
want to protect their data in a professional manner. however, even the home-based

worker might benefit from using sos online backup.
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the system does not need to be online. a web proxy or file server can also be used to improve
response time and data security. however, the transfers that are being performed are encrypted with
256-bit aes, which guarantees network privacy when sending and receiving information. the backup
time is dependent on the type of data that is being backed up. a backup of a protected endpoint is
performed on a daily basis, and an unattended backup is also configured to occur once a day. that

daily backup is made in a state that the user can restore data with a simple command. each
protected endpoints is backed up on a weekly basis. backup templates are provided to be

customized, and the backup system will only perform backups that are based on those templates.
also, a configuration wizard is available to determine the type of data that is to be backed up. you

can also define detailed policies for shared endpoints. there is both a gui interface and a command-
line interface that is provided. the gui enables you to define the policies for backup, and the
command-line interface can be used when you want to perform the backups on a time-based

schedule. many backup types are supported. this includes backing up an online backup, a network
folder or a file share. the following folders can be selected for backup: portable data internet local
windows and iis network and iis sharepoint sql server the tool can be installed either as a stand-
alone app or as an add-on to windows backup. you can choose to install the tool into an existing

backup or have a separate backup for the tool. if you choose to have a separate backup, the tool can
be used for restoring only. 5ec8ef588b
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